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FIGURE
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Note that panoramic shots tend to exaggerate the curve of the landscape.

VIEW 1: From bridleway between Kilkenny Lane and Shilton, looking west round to north, within Area A1.
Shows openness of landscape, nearby treed setting of Shilton, and long views north west across Shill Brook valley.

VIEW 2: From bridleway between Kilkenny Lane and Shilton, looking north east round to east, within Area A1.
Shows openness of landscape, long views north east towards A40, and lighting around football pitch.
Note that panoramic shots tend to exaggerate the curve of the landscape.

VIEW 3: From bridleway between Kilkenny Lane and Shilton, looking south round to west, within Area A1.
Shows openness of landscape and long views south west across Shill Brook valley.

VIEW 4: From bridleway running south from Burford Road, looking south, within Area A2.
Shows openness of landscape, but slightly more contained than Area A1, Shilton Park housing on skyline, and lighting around football pitch.
Note that panoramic shots tend to exaggerate the curve of the landscape.

**VIEW 5:** From Burford Road, looking south round to west, across Area A2.
Shows slight valley within Area A2, and long views south west across Shill Brook valley slightly contained by vegetation in Area A3, rural fringe.

**VIEW 6:** From bridleway running south from Burford Road, looking south round to west, on western edge of Area A2.
Shows gap between Shilton and Area A2, and lighting around football pitch.
VIEW 7: From bridleway running south from Burford Road, looking north round to south east, on western edge of Area A2. Shows slight valley within Area A2, and views north east towards A40 slightly better contained then in Area A1.

VIEW 8: From Burford Road at western end of Brize Norton, looking north west round to south east, on north eastern edge of Area B2. Shows prominent ridge and open landscape in Area B1.
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